Pak RT is Our Hero

Abstract—Beggars become a social problem in Situbondo. Poverty is the main reason for begging. Not infrequently they settled on the streets because they do not have a place to stay. Based on the paradigm of the functional structure of the focus of research illustrates how beggars sought shelter and assistance in meeting the needs of infrastructure with the help of a Chairman RT. Data collected by using direct observation, interview, and documentation. Data analysis was performed with the pattern of Miles and Huberman interactive analysis, drawing conclusions and grounded in the perspective of Robert K. Merton’s theory with the main concept of function, dysfunction, functions manifest and latent functions. The results showed that the role of RT in meeting the needs of infrastructure family of beggars who live in the complex Tuna work is as follows: 1) Ensuring family relocation of beggars are homeless on the government to get a place to live, 2) Implement policies to meet the needs of infrastructure family beggars easily, 3) Capitalized friendliness and humility to lure donors. The study recommends how efforts to address the problems arising from the presence of beggars in particular to ensure its survival in order to create a system that is balanced in society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Beggars can be found in various places in the developed and developing countries, such as tourist spots but does not interfere with the activity of tourist visitors [1] [2], City center [3], worship place [4] And along the way [5], Terminal, patio stores, under a bridge, and the shopping center is a shelter and a place to beg for street children in Indonesia[6].

Several factors cause a person to beg. Poverty is a major factor[7]. In addition to poverty, coercion of the family to be a factor for children to beg[8]. Children are deliberately forced by their families to beg but they do not live on the streets[9]. Factors religious, marital status, education level, rural or urban, work, and social class also influence the choice of a person to beg[10]. According to beg family history factors, disability, death of father, family size, smoking, and drug abuse are also factors cause someone to beg [11].

The community has a diverse perspective on beggars. Begging, drinking in the street, and the homeless are considered as one of the problematic cultural and must be prevented existence of public space [12]. The poor and marginalized who are in town often understood as those living in the worst shelter or even homeless. They labeled homeless, poor, and very poor. The worst conditions experienced by enabling them to perform their livelihoods in urban areas. This means potentially create urban slums[13]. Begging can also be seen as a survival strategy of hunger, increase revenue when ill, unemployed or at a time of scarcity[14].

Some effort is required to tackle the problem of beggars. Holistic and effective policy coordination is needed in response to widespread social exclusion of people who beg[15]. A large number of beggars seeking information to solve problems encountered during the begging, they depend on the phone but the tools especially illiteracy and lack of awareness about basic rights to information and information needs are the major difficulties faced beggar for accessing information [16], Some policies about the use of media charity box managed by the agency applied in various places for distribution of donations to beggars, is seen as more effective policies to channel donations to beggars but the management should be transparent and be responsible for the money received from donors as well as distribution[17].

Various studies have been conducted to assess the problem of beggars, As well as about the presence of beggars in various places [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] and efforts to address the problem of beggars [15], [16], [17] but there is no explanation about how the efforts to overcome the need for facilities and infrastructure in the midst of economic limitations.

Using the structural-functional paradigm with the perspective of the theory of Robert K. Merton focus of this
paper is to outline how where the role of RT in building infrastructure beggar families who live in the complex Tuna work as an alternative attempt to overcome the problem of the need for infrastructure beggar family.

II. RESEARCH METHODS

The research design is a case study. Based on the structural-functional paradigm of this research seeks to explain the role of RT in building infrastructure beggar families who live in the complex Works Tuna. The informants are Chairman RT RT / RW 03/24 complex Tuna Beggars work and staying at work is complex Tuna, Village Mimbaan District of Panji Situbondo. Data collected by using direct observation, interview, and documentation. Data analysis was performed with the pattern of Miles and Huberman interactive analysis with stages of data collection, data reduction, exposure data and drawing conclusions and perspectives grounded in the theory of Robert K. Merton with the main concept of function, dysfunction, functions manifest and latent functions as a knife analysis.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Appropriate formulation of the problem, the following describes the role of the RT in meeting the needs of facilities and infrastructure needed by a family of beggars in Works Tuna complex.

A. We Begging For Poor

The beggars lived in various places in the city center Situbondo. They inhabit a doorway, terminals, markets, and streets in the city center Situbondo. They had come from the village to earn a fortune through begging. The presence of beggars in the city center was motivated by several factors. Poverty is a major factor, educational background and low skills are also a reason for them to come to town and beg. As beggars statement: Our family came from the village, we do not have anything or can not afford. We do not have the money to send our children, we also do not have a job. So, we had come to the city beginning to find a job, because we do not have the skills because the school is not the end we beg that our family could eat (Panud, 62 years).

Family beggars persist around the town of Situbondo, they do not return to the village because they do not have things that can be expected in the village such as housing, jobs, possessions, and family. The town center becomes the only hope of life for them. The existence of beggars around the city center as homeless. We came with our family (wife and children) to the city, because the village does not have anything. Our family lived in the vicinity of the terminal, there are also other kelarga who lived at the corner market. We stay here as our life expectancy, because the village is not having any. We could not afford to buy a house, so we stay anywhere that can be used as a bed if night. We worked all day as a beggar. The money that we can only get to eat. We continue to beg so that every day can eat. We were really poor.

They (beggars) involving all members of their family (wife and children) to beg. The needs of the high life in the midst of poverty forcing their family members also beg that their basic needs are met. Me, my wife and children are also begging. We all need to eat, all also beg that our basic needs are met. If only I beg, my income is less to meet the food needs of all family members.

Based on the structural analysis as proposed by Robert K. Merton that all elements or elements of community life should function or function so that society as a whole can function properly [19]. Various efforts are needed to tackle the problem of the presence of beggars, especially homeless beggars who are in Situbondo. The involvement of various parties, especially the government became a very important element to seek solutions to problems arising from the existence of a homeless beggar.

B. We Disturbing Presence Urban Spatial

The presence of family beggars around the city such as terminals, markets, a doorway, and the streets cause social problems. Their presence is considered disturbing the beauty of the surroundings. Appearance and slum dwellings cause a negative response from the public. As the narrative Panud (62 years): We were driven by the shops if sleeping in front of him. Perhaps they were distracted because we really rundown and does not have a place to stay. Our appearance and our goods are considered disturbing scene.

A similar statement was stated by Agus (50 years old): Terminal clerk warned us not sleep around terminals because they interfere with people passing by and of course cleanliness around the terminal. But we had no choice because they have no place to stay.

From here Merton developed the idea of dysfunction. When the structure and function may contribute to the maintenance of the social system but can contain negative consequences on other parts[19]. This can be exemplified in the existence of a family of beggars who live in the market area, a terminal, a doorway can make a positive contribution to the communities living in the area of the market to provide a place to stay for free and can accommodate their family, but the circumstances such as these can contain negative consequences for the community around the market, terminal, or doorway bothered by the presence of the families of beggars. The idea of non-functioning were raised by Merton. Merton argued nonfusngsi as a consequence is not relevant for the system.

C. The presence of A Hero, Now We Have A Small Instana

The presence of family beggars tuna wiswa around the market, terminal and shop-fronts can not be ignored again. The Government has the primary responsibility to address the problem. Seek shelter and ensure their needs. Family homeless beggars expect solutions from the government. Some authorities, Local Government, and Social Service seeks to address the problem. Sunyoto (58 years) said: My family and other beggars asking for a solution, we are the government’s expectations. We think the
government is responsible to the state of poor people like us. Finally, at that time (1991), having held carnival teenagers in Situbondo who attended Sister Tutut (daughter of President Suharto) in cooperation with Regent Sudaryanto and Social Service provide land in the mountains piggir the city as a place of residence for a family of beggars in order to not make the shanty town. We have to cut down forests in the mountains and the government built los room. Until now the complex is known as Tuna complex work.

Sunyoto (58 years old) family coordinator beggars unanimously elected chairman Tuna Complex RT at work. Decision citizens voted Sunyoto as the RT is based on several considerations. It is a wise and caring for others are strong reasons for a family of beggars to make it as head of RT. As the narrative Agus: We all agreed Mr. Sunyoto as Chairman of RT here, because from the outset he actively fought for our rights as homeless in order to get a place to stay.

In line with the narrative Agus, Panud continued: We often deal with the government or if there are problems that menengahinya Sunyoto fellow beggar. He who represent our aspirations to the government that we no longer live in the markets, terminals and streets.

Facilities and infrastructure beggar family residence in the complex opened Tuna work at the beginning of a very minimal and far from decent. Los building should be a place to live together with the other beggars family. Meeting the needs for facilities and other infrastructure is very important to ensure the survival of the family of beggars.

Relocation of residence beggars Works Tuna complex to create new problems. The lack of facilities and infrastructure in Tuna complex work requiring treatment very seriously. As the narrative Heny (38 th), one of the residents Tuna complex work: More and more family members increases, sometimes there are relatives who come here later settled and married couples beggar who gave birth or got a new baby. Los previous building built by the government were insufficient. The existence of the systems are also limited.

Based on that data, from the viewpoint of the juridical in Article 34 paragraph (1) of the 1945 Constitution states "The poor and neglected children maintained by the state. Based on the sound of that article in the basic law of Indonesia, the country has a huge responsibility to maintain the poor and abandoned children. In this study families homeless beggars are part of the poor in Situbondo. Family relocation solutions beggars from the city center, streets, shop-fronts Tuna complex to work undertaken by the local government in cooperation with the central government is mandated by the article is to be implemented.

Family beggar who lived in Tuna complex work requires infrastructure to meet the needs of his family. Financial constraints become obstacles in meeting those needs. Head of RT implement policies as a result of consultation with the family of beggars as citizens in Tuna complex work to meet those needs with ease. The shape of these policies include:

1) Providing installment purchase of materials establishment of semi-permanent house as a residence.

   Head of RT seeks to provide convenience to the family of beggars in the form of installment purchase establish a semi-permanent home as a residence for his family. As the narrative Hardi (40 years old):

   Results of begging paid to the Chairman of the RT. Money is being managed to buy materials to build semi-permanent home such as bamboo, wood mast, "bidhik" (bamboo matting on the walls in Madarese), precarious and so forth. Likewise submitted by Heny:

   Initially we had to pay Rp 250,000 to get the ingredients establishment of houses, then we installments to the Chairman of RT every day Rp. 5000 to pay it off.

2) Lighting distribution (electric) collective

   In addition to shelter, the family of beggars also require light illumination for homes, especially at night. Collective illumination distribution made by the Chairman of RT in order to offset the cost of installation. As the narrative Hardi:

   To deliver electricity to homes, residents of the home using power line with a capacity of Chairman of RT 1300 watts and from the child's home he (Sukartina) with a capacity of 900 watts. Regarding the system of payment / billing electricity consumption costs, Heny (residents) said:

   Depending on the amount of light bulb used in the home and use of goods connected with electricity. If only some lights are used expenses to be paid only about 30 rb. If coupled with a fan or tv burden to be paid could reach 60 rb.

3) Providing installment payment for the purchase of household appliances needs.

   Head of RT to provide relief by providing installment payment for a family of beggars to buy household needs. As where the narrative Agus: Our family (beggars) can also need household appliances. If buying directly'm not capable. So the head of RT presents goods alleviated family payment by installments. Such as plastic wardrobe, stove, ceiling fan, TV and so forth.

4) Channeling collective taps

   The need is no less important for the families of beggars in Tuna complex work is the need for access to clean water. The family of beggars in need of clean water for everyday purposes ranging needs of drinking, cooking, bathing, washing and so forth. Head of RT install taps collectively distribution to alleviate the need for a beggar families will access to clean water. As the narrative Chairman RT:

   On the right mountain difficult to make a well. The most basic water needs for drinking, cooking,
bathing, washing and others. The water here is channeled through the taps which I coordinate. They, beggar families each household only pay Rp 20,000 per month to Me. They are free to use water according to their needs.

Begging is a major job to make ends meet. However, the head of the family who still have a strong physical effort and also seeks to earn a fortune by being a traditional rickshaw drivers. Some of the traditional rickshaw units owned by the Chairman of the Special RT leased to a family of beggars as citizens of Tuna Complex Work. as the narrative

Head of RT rent a rickshaw to our able-bodied, we just deposit money daily rental Rp. 2000 to the head of the neighborhood as the owner of the rickshaw.

The role of RT in seeking fulfillment of needs for infrastructure beggar family in the Tuna Complex work received a positive response from a family of beggars. Policies and the form of care given to a family of beggars as their citizens have been helpful in the survival of the family of beggars. In the midst of financial constraints they are still able to survive in meeting their needs. As the narrative Hardi:

We are very grateful to have my own place so that our family's privacy is maintained. Relief materials for house purchase are applied by Head of RT extremely helpful to us who are financially not able to directly make a home. Another narrative delivered by Heny, a huge benefit felt by his family:

We also want to live decent as they are able, household appliances to ensure the survival of our everyday also needed. The credit system applied by the Chairman of RT very helpful to us. Likewise, such as lighting and access to clean water, even if we were beggars also deserve it like society in general. Mild payment system is very helpful in the midst of our economic limitations.

The presence of a head of RT wise in the midst of a family of beggars is like a hero for their lives. The role of Chairman of RT has changed family circumstances of homeless beggars now a beggar families who have a place to stay though far from luxurious. Based on the concept of function in the theory of Robert K. Merton defined as the adaptation or adjustment of the social system. Based on that data in an effort to meet the needs of RT infrastructure beggar family in Works Tuna complex containing positive consequences for the family of beggars.

Spirit of mutual cooperation and high in complex kinship Tuna work is very visible. This is because the beggar families living in Tuna complex work is coming from the same background and the same condition. Deliberation is preferred in Tuna complex work is that the problems facing the residents easily resolved and avoid conflict. It became a special feature on a family of beggars who live in the complex Works Tuna.

D. Hospitality, Humility as Capital to Attract sympathy Individual Donors, Foundations, and Kader Political Party

Works Tuna complex family complex dubbed beggars by the surrounding community. RT and family of beggars in Tuna complex work is not offended by the nickname even those friendly to the guests, they recognize and realize where they actually are making the activity of begging as a job. As the narrative of one of the residents:

All citizens who beg to admit his job, because we are a people who can not afford and could only beg. If there are guests such as donors and you, for example, ask about our research for the benefit of beggars we certainly welcome to attend and give information in real terms (Heny, 38 Years).

As Chairman of RT establish good relationships with others, especially the donor is very important. The need for infrastructure is higher in the midst of limitation, a helping hand from the donors into one solution. Friendly welcome every donor and humble is a resource for the Chairman of RT to lure donors. As the narrative Chairman RT:

Some donors from the community around Situbondo individually been repeatedly come to this complex to give donations such as logistics, stationeries, and used clothes. We were warmly welcomed and very grateful. If donations of money then I announce to the citizens face and used the money to the common interest such as the maintenance of public facilities if there is damage.

Donors who come to Tuna complex work is not merely an individual but there are institutions such as foundations engaged in special social donations in the form of the surgical house. Establishment of good relations between the head of RT and donors appealed to other donors such as the one foundation. As the narrative RT:

One of the donors never tell in this complex situation to a friend who has a foundation that most of the complex is comprised of a family of beggars and incapable. I still remember the name of the foundation is the Foundation Habibillah provide semi-permanent housing assistance for elderly beggar families whose homes were not habitable(Sunyoto 58 years).

In addition to individual donors and foundations, Chairman of RT friendly welcome donors on behalf of the cadres of any political party. For the head of RT establish relationships with a cadre of political parties solely for the benefit of donation. As the narrative Chairman RT:

One political party cadres to offer assistance in this complex, I thank tailored to the needs. But I submit that such assistance should not be based merely interest donations to political interests. He also approved

Important role as Chairman of RT is to be sensitive to the problems faced by citizens. Family beggars who live in the complex work of all religious Muslim Tuna. They need places of worship along with supporting the activities of worship. The agreement of the Chairman of the RT and the donor of the political party cadres are realized into mushollah assistance.

Works Tuna villagers all Muslims. We need places of worship together because in this complex mushollah yet.
Help from my political party cadres embodied into mushollah.

The presence of donors for the family of beggars is expected. A little more help given will provide a huge benefit for a family of beggars in Tuna complex work because it can help meet their needs in the midst of economic limitations.

Based on the concept of latent function as Robert K. Merton defined as functions that are not expected (non-intended). Based on the data above the efforts of RT is limited to how to meet the needs of infrastructure family of beggars in the complex Tuna work, more than it takes effort to be the provision of skills training for the beggars of childbearing age for the activities of beggars minimized and switch to a more decent job according to ability has. This relates to improving standards of living, especially beggars so as not merely rely on the mercy of others.

IV. CONCLUSION

The results showed that the role of RT in meeting the needs of infrastructure family of beggars who live in the complex Tuna work is as follows: 1) Ensuring family relocation of beggars are homeless on the government to get a place to live, 2) Implement policies to meet the needs of infrastructure family beggars easily, 3) Capitalized friendliness and humility to lure donors. The study recommends how efforts to address the problems arising from the presence of beggars in particular to ensure its survival in order to create a system that is balanced in society.
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